New Jersey United for Marijuana Reform supports
S2703/A4497 that will legalize marijuana for adult use
New Jersey has a historic opportunity to become the first state to legalize marijuana with
legislation that has a clear focus on racial and social justice. S2703/A4497 aims to address the
racial disparities in marijuana arrests that amount to a civil rights crisis. New Jersey continues
to make record numbers of arrests – over 30,000 annually – for marijuana possession. Black
New Jerseyans are arrested at a rate three times higher than white New Jerseyans, despite
similar usage rates.
By passing S2703/A4497, we can begin to address the tragic consequences of prohibition, advance racial
justice, create job opportunities, and generate hundreds of millions of dollars in revenue for
reinvestment in our communities. S2703/A4497 is a historic first step toward remedying the harms of
the failed drug war. Here’s how:
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Industry diversity: Ensuring real opportunities
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The ACLU of New Jersey works to defend and promote liberty throughout the state
Microbusinesses: A boon for small business

through litigation, policy advocacy, and community organizing. With over 40,000

owners

members across the state, the ACLU-NJ is the premier civil rights and liberties

The bill allots at least 25 percent of licenses to

organization in New Jersey.

microbusinesses – small businesses that can sell
only a limited quantity of cannabis and employ

New Jersey United for Marijuana Reform (NJUMR) has been advocating for marijuana

only a certain number of workers. These

legalization from a racial and social justice perspective since its founding in 2015.

provisions will benefit small business owners,

A partnership of public safety, medical, civil rights,

especially mom-and-pop shops rather than big

faith, political, and criminal justice reform leaders,

corporations.

NJUMR is committed to changing New Jersey’s
laws to legalize, tax, and regulate
marijuana for adult use.
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